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Editorial Eagarfhocal

Dear Reader,

Throughout November and December the students and teachers at Hamilton High School were busy
with many important and exciting initiatives. In this issue of An Scéal we are happy to highlight
some of these initiatives both within the school environment and in the community.

Our students are increasingly active in the community and not just in terms of their
sporting achievements. The great work being done by our students through fundraising for various
charities not least Habitat for Humanity, Cork Simon Community, and their annual appeal for St
Vincent de Paul imbues them with a community spirit and a sense of purpose that will stay with
them for life.

These last couple of months have also highlighted the level of creative talent that
abounds within the school as exemplified by the Prometheans and the Be Inspired Awards which are
also featured in this issue. Another highlight of the past two months was the visit paid to the school
by Seán Kelly MEP who proved very popular with his audience and in particular the EPAS
Committee members who invited him.

As we head into a New Year we look forward to many more inspiring episodes courtesy
of our students and not forgetting their dedicated parents and guardians.

We would like to take this opportunity to wish all of our readers a happy and healthy
New Year and we look forward to engaging with you in the coming months.

The Editorial Team

A Chara,

I rith mhí na Samhna agus mí na Nollag bhí na mic léinn agus na múinteoirí ag Ardscoil Uí

Urmoltaigh gnóthach le go leor tionscnamh tábhachtach spreagúil. San eagrán seo, tá áthas orainn

cuid de na tionscnaimh seo a aibhsiú laistigh de thimpeallacht na scoile agus sa phobal.

Tá ár ndaltaí ag éirí níos gníomhaí sa phobal agus ní hamháin maidir lena

ngnóthachtálacha spóirt. Tugann an obair iontach atá á déanamh ag ár mic léinn trí thiomsú airgid

do charthanais éagsúla, go háirithe Habitat for Humanity, Cork Simon Community, agus a n-

achomharc bliantúil do Naomh Uinseann de Pól iad an spiorad pobail agus braistint cuspóra a

fhanfaidh leo ar feadh a saoil. .

Le cúpla mí anuas tá béim curtha freisin ar leibhéal na tallainne cruthaitheaí atá sa

scoil mar atá léirithe ag na Prometheans agus na gradaim Be Inspired atá le feiceáil san eagrán seo

freisin. Buaicphointe eile den dá mhí dheireanacha ba ea an chuairt a thug Seán Kelly FPE duinn.

Bhí a lucht féachana an-tóghta leis, agus go háirithe baill Choiste EPAS a thug cuireadh dó.

Agus muid ag druidim leis an mBliain Nua táimid ag tnúth le go leor eachtraí níos

spreagúla le caoinchead ár ndaltaí agus gan dearmad a dhéanamh ar a dtuismitheoirí agus a

gcaomhnóirí.

Ba mhaith linn an deis seo a thapú chun Bliain Nua sona agus sláintiúil a thabhairt

dár léitheoirí uile agus táimid ag tnúth le dul i dteagmháil leat sna míonna amach romhainn.

An Foireann Eagarthóireachta



Olan Corcoran

On21 November, Dominic MacHale also known as Sargent Tony Healy from the

Young Offenders and multi award-winning film director Shaun O Connor visited the

school for the official launch of the Prometheans website. Mr Collins gave a brief

introduction to the website, followed by our sixth years Gerald O Donovan and Olan

Corcoran who spoke about The Promeathans’ activities and their website.

Then Dominic gave a brilliant talk about his background and how he became

an actor and his motivations in life and Shaun gave a great insight into the craft of

film directing. This was then concluded a Q&A session with the students. These

questions ranged from the film and acting industry to Dominic’s experience on the

Young Offender’s film and TV series and the differences between both industries .

We are very grateful to both Shaun and Dominic for giving up their time. A Podcast

and photos of the day are available on the Prometheans website at

http://prometheans.hamiltonhighschool.ie

No offence! Popular actor Dominic McHale from the award-winning comedy series Young Offenders set in Cork city speaking
to students about his craft, and inspiring young minds to perhaps emulate him in years to come.

Prometheans

Website Launch!

NEWS                 NUACHT 
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The Prometheans win another grant!

Jack Lucey

The Prometheans are excited to announce the acquisition of another grant of €1000

to assist in the financing of the documentary currently being filmed. This grant will

greatly help the development of the documentary within the school. The grant has

generously been awarded to the Prometheans by the NAPD and the Prometheans

wish to express their sincere gratitude to the NAPD for the generous grant, the

second they have given us. The funds will be used in the best possible way to

develop the creation of the school documentary, along with helping to educate the

students in various aspects of film making. Once again we wish to express our

thanks to the NAPD for making this grant available to us.
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Ben xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx helping to record invited speakers film director Shaun O’Connor and actor Dominic McHale as they
address the Prometheans on the many dimensions associated with film and acting. Although Ben might like to study architecture
when he graduates from Hammies, he may also have designs on filmmaking (pun intended).



There were over 50 entries from students in this year’s awards. There was

such a high standard that the judges found it very hard to pick a winner for

each category. Congratulations to all the winners who picked up the award.

Below is a photo of the winner, followed by what the judges said about their

entries as well as a little about the judges. Thank you to the judges for being

so generous with their time and encouragement.

Report by Jonathan Daly, James Connolly & Tadhg Shiels

What a talented lot! 
Prometheans from 1st

Year to 6th Year 
together with teachers 
Mr O’Sullivan, Ms. Lisa 
O’Donovan, Ms Ruth 
O’Dwyer and 
Prometheans creator Mr 
Ciarán Collins.  and 
Principal Eugene O’Brien  
pose with the school’s 
Patron Mr Pádraig
Hamilton following the 
Be Inspired Awards 
2019 ceremony. 

The very deserving 
winners of the 2019 
Be Inspired Awards 
which encourages 
student creativity and 
talent in a variety of art 
forms from writing, to 
photography, music, and 
filmmaking. Paddy 
O’Halloran, Gerald 
O’Donovan, Aodh Ó 
Gallchóir, Daniel 
O’Mahony. Front row: 
James Connolly, Yuzhe
Chen, Jack Cullen. 
Adrian Toma, and Tom 
Cullen  proudly pose with 
their trophies, 
accompanied by Principal 
O’Brien, and Mr Collins. 
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Senior – Photography

Paddy O’Halloran 4th Year

“Really interesting capture of a foreign 

scene. The architecture creates an unusual 

frame and draws the eye in to the figures at 

the centre of the composition. Great work.” 

–Photographer and Film Director Shaun 

O’Connor

Junior – Photography

Jack Cullen 3rd Year

“Great use of horizontal lines, drawing the 

eye in. The contrast from the left to right is 

striking too. Super composition and super 

work.”

– Photographer and Film Director Shaun 

O’Connor

Senior – Art

Tadgh Twomey  5th Year

“Highly impressive, imaginative composition 

is sustained throughout this wonderful 

children’s storybook creation. The endearing 

story is depicted in a way that is instantly 

attractive with its accomplished colour 

choice, style, perspective and technique.” 

–Artist Una Collins

Junior – Art

Yuzhe Chen 1st Year

“Amazing execution of this depiction of the 

comic-strip hero. Phenomenal attention to 

detail. The skilled brush-strokes, tone, 

shading and scale give this painting an 

immediate an impressive impact. Fantastic.” 

–Artist Úna Collins

Senior – Music

Paddy O’Halloran 4th Year
“A very complex and interesting piece to 

uptake, which displayed considerable 

technique and independence. Rhythmically 

smooth, the phrasing kept my attention and 

made for an enjoyable listen. The feel was 

very authentic and really captured the jazz 

spirit while at the same time putting your 

own stamp on the piece. Very well done.”

James Downing from The Shruggs

Junior – Music

Adrian Toma 2nd Year

“Don’t Lie (electronica) is a pleasant 

onslaught right from beat one, great use of 

L/R fading and the drop was lovely too. It 

was never boring and hard to keep still while 

listening. Catchy hooks, might well be a club 

classic one day in the future, overall 

excellent programming.”

James Downing from The Shruggs

Be Inspired Awards 
Winners 

2019
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Be Inspired Awards 
Winners 

2019

Senior - Poetry & Lyrics

Aodh Ó Gallchóir 6th Year

“This piece could easily be inside an 

anthology of poems –and by acclaimed and 

recognised poets. Brilliant”

–Poet Brian O’Driscoll

Junior - Poetry & Lyrics

James Connolly 1st Year

“Economical and succinct, it’s a typical, 

recognisable story of a school morning and 

the poem has great rhythm.” 

–Poet Brian O’Driscoll

Senior – Writing

Gerald O’Donovan 6th Year

“Gerald’s writing is exceptional. His 

evocation of time and place with simply 

stunning prose is reminiscent of Cormac 

McCarthy’s border trilogy. The authenticity 

and immediacy of character and situation is 

of the highest order, like that of Hilary 

Mantel say, or Denis Johnson. Amazing 

talent.”

-Author Ciarán Collins

Junior – Writing

Tom Cullen 2nd Year

“Ever popular with younger writers, fantasy 

is the most prominent genre in the junior 

entries again this year. Tom is at home in 

the genre and coupled with his vivid 

imagination, it made for a thoroughly 

enjoyable and mysterious work. His skilled 

use of language to create spectacular 

imagery is salient in this memorable piece.”

-Author Ciarán Collins

Senior –Book Review

Mark Henchion 4th Year

“Mature, economical and well-judged, this 

review has everything you want from a good 

book review. Never overstated, it is fit for 

publication anywhere. The use of comparable 

novels reflects the writer’s knowledge of both 

literature and the craft of the book review.”

-Author Ciarán Collins

Junior –Book Review

Daniel O’Mahony 3rd Year

“The writer’s love for the book is infectious 

in this accomplished review, but it was the 

highly impressive use of language that was 

most striking. The literary prowess of the 

writer of the review is a sure way of instilling 

confidence in the reader for the 

recommendation of the novel. Impressive 

stuff.”

-Author Ciarán Collins
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A representative group from the HHS Prometheans above
accompanied by Mr Collins and Mr O’Connell who
attended the Creative Engagement Exposition.

Creative Engagement 

Expo in Dublin

In mid-November, the Prometheans left for Dublin at 6am to set up the HHS

Prometheans stall alongside the other 40 schools exhibiting. Students took

turns in explaining all about the Prometheans to people who were interested

in our stall. They also conveyed how the Prometheans are in the process of

making a documentary about the school in honour of its eightieth

anniversary in 2020. Olan Corcoran from sixth year took those who dropped

by on a tour of the Prometheans’ website, and discussed how group set up a

library in the school. The Be Inspired Awards were also promoted and the

efforts of Mr Collins and the students were roundly complimented by

Senator Marie Louise O’Donnell who made a speech officially opening the

event. She visited the HHS Prometheans stall and was very impressed, as

were the other visitors. The group arrived back at 8pm after an enjoyable and

eventful day out. Hamilton High School now features on the Creative

Engagement website: http://www.creativeengagement.ie/

A sample of the artwork and
photography produced by the
Prometheans this year, on display
at the HHS stall.
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HHS MUN Delegation Triumph 

at the 

National Model United Nations at University College Cork

In November the HHS MUN delegation stole the show at the National MUN Conference in UCC. This
was HHS MUN’s second outing at the NatMUN. The event took place over a weekend and the HHS
delegates had to beat off competition from around the country. The HHS delegates represented

countries as diverse as China, Russia, and Israel. The delegates debated issues around Medical Ethics
and Torture, the Civil War in Yemen, and also debated on historical political issues. The event reached
a dramatic conclusion on Sunday afternoon as Hamilton High School was awarded the prestigious Best

Last Delegation award. From left: Conor Fogarty, Ruairí Scully, Ciarán Fogarty, Gerald O’Donovan, Barry
O’Donovan, Raphael Prades, Eoin O’Donnell, Uisliú Ó hIcí, John Wall, and Joe O’Halloran.
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As an increasing number of HHS students

express an interest in politics, Glenn Hooper

(TY) explains the different aspects of the

political compass.

In which direction is your 

political compass pointed?

The Political Compass is a method of determining a person or

group’s political views. It is also referred to as a political map or

political spectrum. The main divide in political spectra is that of

Left and Right, which has its genesis in the French Revolution.

Communism and Socialism are on the left side of the political

spectrum, while Conservatism and Fascism are to the right; the

latter being on the extreme Right. In the political compass

there are four quadrats which comprise the following: the

Libertarian Left, the Libertarian Right, the Authoritarian Left, and

the Authoritarian Right. Libertarianism is the belief that personal

freedom and economic prosperity is vital, and that the

government should have less involvement in dictating people’s

lives. Authoritarianism on the other hand is the belief that

authority must be obeyed, and that a strong government is

useful for protecting the freedom and rights of the people.

Below is a detailed explanation of each of the quadrats.

Authoritarian Right (top right corner) This grouping contains

those associated with the extreme or far-right. They believe in

a rigid system of control, with violence, silencing of opposing

viewpoints, and afford very little freedom to individual

agency. The most famous example of an Authoritarian Right

ruler was Adolf Hitler. Many Authoritarian Right supporters

are racist, sexist, and anti-Semitic. Under an Authoritarian-

Right regime, everyone must obey the ruler, and anyone who

speaks out against the regime may find themselves in great

danger.

Authoritarian Left (top left corner) The Authoritarian Left are

often described as Communists, meaning they believe that all

resources should be evenly distributed and there is no private

ownership of anything. Like the Authoritarian Right, they do

not believe in free speech. Similarly, anyone who speaks out

against communism or in favour of any other political

ideology will be killed. Anyone who does not agree with the

ruler will be killed. The Authoritarian Left are atheists, and

want religion to be severely censored. It has been said that

“true” communism has not yet been implemented, and that

what has passed for communism in the Soviet Union or in

Cuba was a distorted model of communism.

Libertarian Right (bottom right corner) The

Libertarian Right values personal and

economic freedom. They value freedom of

speech, freedom of expression, freedom of

autonomy, and other important human

rights. They are Capitalists and Objectivists,

meaning they believe in a system of people

only being entitled to what they have earned,

with pursuit of happiness being the most

important purpose of any human’s life, and

productive achievement as their noblest

activity. They believe a person should be

allowed to make themselves as rich or poor

as they want depending on their merits, and

the state is not allowed to interfere in the

process.

Libertarian Left (bottom left corner) Finally,

there’s the best quadrat in my opinion, the

Libertarian Left. The ‘lib-left’ values economic

and personal freedom, as well as supporting

social equality. Many lib-left supporters

believe in socialism, and are open to social

welfare initiatives such as a minimum wage,

free college tuition, free healthcare, social

housing, and other features of a social safety

net. As well as this, they value freedom of

speech, the right to autonomy, and a host of

civil and social liberties.

Where do you see yourself politically within this

compass? Have you always subscribed to the same

political quadrat? Perhaps you see elements of your

political preferences in more than one quadrat?
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HISTORY & HERITAGE

STAIR & OIDHREACHT

Wren Day in Irish Culture 

Clíodhna is more familiar to us as Queen

of the Banshees from the Tuath Dé

Danann, ruling over the sidheog or fairy

women of the hills of South Munster. In

Celtic mythology she is also the goddess

of love and beauty, and is the patron

goddess of Cork.

Clíodhna, the Celtic goddess of love and

beauty.

However, once Christianity embedded

itself in Irish culture and society, the

Christian faith appropriated many pagan

practices and landmarks. For example,

pagan wells became ‘holy wells’. In

addition, several Celtic druids and ban

druí (female druids) converted to

Christianity (as in the case of Brigid).

Despite this, the wren’s pride of place

within Irish culture was no longer

assured, as the druid’s bird became

increasingly maligned by Christian

missionaries.

The king of all birds: The wren has had a bad name in Irish

history and beyond. But the little creature’s past reveals much

about our own heritage.

In the Aesop’s fable ‘The Eagle and the Wren’ a

contest was held between all the birds of

creation to ascertain which one could fly the

highest. While the eagle who soared majestically

and higher than all other birds had gone as far as

high as he could, the miniscule wren who had

been hiding on the eagle’s wings suddenly rose

above his competitor to win the contest. While

honoured with the title ‘King of the Birds’ ever

since, the wren was cursed by the eagle so that it

would fly no higher than a small hedge. But it is

not just in Aesop’s fables that the wren’s good

name comes into disrepute.

In pre-Christian Ireland the wren

was associated with the work of the druid or

‘dréacht’. The Irish word for wren is ‘dreoilín’

with its origin in the words ‘draoi éan’ or ‘the

druid’s bird’. The wren thus acquired a mystical

and mythical reputation as a conduit for sorcery

and magic. The druids were highly respected

(and feared) high priests in Celtic society. The

legend of the Celtic goddess Clíodhna who

seduced young men to their death by the

seashore also feeds neatly into this festive

narrative. To protect against her deceitful

trickery, a charm was discovered which helped

bring about her destruction. Her only escape was

to turn herself into a wren. As punishment for

her crimes she was to take the form of the bird

every year only to die by human hands.
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The wren quickly became associated with acts
of betrayal and treachery in an effort to rid the
native population of its pagan past.

From around the Middle Ages it
was claimed that this little bird had revealed
the whereabouts of Jesus Christ in the Garden
of Gethsemane as he pleaded with God his
father while awaiting his fate.

Another story which built on the
bird’s deceitful demeanour was told and retold
in relation to fate of the protomartyr or first
Christian martyr St. Stephen. The Acts of the
Apostles describes Stephen as a Greek-
speaking Jew who was dedicated to the fair
distribution of alms to widows. As a follower
of Christ and a deacon in Jerusalem in the first
century A.D. Stephen came into conflict on a
regular basis with Jewish religious leaders.
Accused of blasphemy against Moses by some
Jews he was hauled before the Sanhedrin
(Supreme Court of Jewish Elders), having been
found guilty he was stoned to death. While
much of Stephen’s brief life is recounted in the
Acts of the Apostles, legend also has it that
while trying to hide from his oppressors
Stephen was betrayed by (yes, you’ve guessed
it) the wily wren.

Yet another incident highlighting
the wren’s insidious nature dates from the
time of the Viking raids in Ireland in the eighth
century.

While soldiers of the indigenous population
prepared to lay siege to a Viking camp in the
middle of the night, the latter were altered
when a wren began pecking at breadcrumbs
scattered top one of the Vikings’ drums. The
tapping of the drum raised the alarm among
the sleeping Vikings who defeated their Irish
assailants. Henceforth, the wren faced
persecution as a matter of course.

But worse accusations were to
follow. In the late seventeenth century, the
wren is said to have betrayed the forces of
the Catholic King James II in his struggle to
retain his throne, by pecking on the side of
drum littered with breadcrumbs. Prior to this
a lesser known piece of lore implicated the
wren in alerting the Cromwellian forces of an
impending attack by Irish Catholic
Confederate forces.

Oliver Cromwell whose New Model Army invaded

Ireland in 1649.

Many of these tales have a similar bent and
none of them do anything for the wren’s
reputation. However, the story which
continues to receive the most attention and
is the basis for an annual ritual in this country
is the one connected to St Stephen. St
Stephen’s Day which falls on 26 December is
also known as Wren Day or Lá an Dreoilín or
the Day of the Wran (it is often pronounced
this way in Kerry). On that day the wren was
traditionally hunted by Wren Boys or
Mummers (from the old French momeur
which meant to mime) who took revenge on
the little creature. Those groups that could
boast of having a real wren on display were
considered superior.



These rival wren boys dress in costumes
sometimes resembling birds and animals
such as horses or goats, or men will dress as
women in a pantomime style. Straw
costumes are often donned in Dingle in true
mummer style, and the theatrical
experience has a medieval feel about it. Yet
for all the costumes and tomfoolery this
curious ceremony feels very natural. The
ritual has resonances with similar
ceremonies in France and England. A
celebration such as this is truly something to
behold and makes for a very entertaining
Christmas experience.

In the ballad The Boys of Barr na Sráide by the
Cork-born poet, playwright, and civil servant
Sigerson Clifford (although his parents hailed
from Kerry) the Wren Day hunt is highlighte.

‘Now with cudgels stout we roamed about to
hunt the dreoilín,
We searched for birds in every furze from Litir
to Dooneen’

A more traditional verse however
is heard regularly in Co. Clare and in Dingle Co.
Kerry where the tradition of Wren Day is
especially strong. The most famous refrain
exclaims:

‘The wran, the wran, the king of all birds
On St Stephen's Day, was caught in the furze
Up with the kettle down with the pan
And give us a penny to bury the wran’

Tradition has it that any
household unwilling to be generous to the
wren boys were warned that the body of a
dead wren would be buried under the house’s
entrance, and that shame and fall upon the
household. This was at a time when a real wren
might have been captured by the hunters. The
ritual ended with each wren being buried with
a penny.

Interestingly, according to
information compiled by the Irish Folklore
Commission in the 1940s when it sought to
gather information on the Wren Boys, most of
the feedback received claimed that
traditionally the wren was killed on Christmas
Day, and not on the feast of St. Stephen.
However, the charivari associated with it still
occurred on 26 December.

However today no birds are
harmed in the ritual. The same cannot be said
however for the wren boys (many of whom are
grown adults including women) whose partying
on the proceeds of their efforts leaves them
invariably with soreheads the following
morning.

The excitement on the day itself is something
unique to the few Irish towns that still
embrace this tradition. In Dingle there is
stiff competition between different groups of
wren boys from around the town. One of
those groups being the boys of the ‘Barr na
Sráide Wren’, another the ‘Goat Street Wren’.
The day is one filled with revelry and music,
as the wren boys visit local hostelries and are
served up some pints on the house.

Áth an tSléibhe, Co. Luimnigh (Éire) / Athea, Co.

Limerick (Ireland) : Coimisiún Béaloideasa Éireann

(CBÉ) / Irish Folklore Commission - Copyright

1947
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Sport Spórt
Hammies Senior Footballers register

comprehensive win over Pobalscoil

Chorca Dhuibhne

GAA roundup with Jack 

Crowley 

HHS Senior footballer's first game of the

Corn Ui Mhuire Championship saw them

travel to Fossa to face reigning champions

Dingle in what was expected to be a tightly

contested classic

The First half opened up with a brief

period of Dingle possession, handpassing the

ball very defensively venturing no further

than the Hamilton 65. A break in play saw

Jerry Collins of Sam Maguires open the

scoring with a well taken point, this was the

beginning of a scoring frenzy in which the

Dingle goalkeeper and defence struggled

against both the wet conditions and

Hamilton's high press spilling possession on

7 short kickouts leading to HHS claiming 5

points and a brilliant finish by Darragh

O'Shea which saw them 1-6 to 0-0 ahead

before the ten minute mark.

This brief display of excellence and

superiority set the tone for the rest of the

game. Later in the half Adam Kenneally of

Valley Rovers invaded Dingle's defence before

exchanging a quick back and forth handpass

with clubmate Darragh O'Shea which allowed

him to fire the ball past Dingle's keeper

increasing to the Gaeltacht side's woes. The

first half finished with a highly unexpected

scoreline of 1-10 to 0-3.

The second half left Dingle with the

gruelling task of reducing a 10 point deficit

and began with a quick interval of attacking

prowess which saw them grab 2

points.Unfortunately for the title holders this

was abruptly ended by a well worked Donal

O'Buachalla (Ibane Gaels) goal which put

Hammies back in the right direction allowing

them to finish strongly.

Moments later O'Buachalla found the net
again punching the ball over the keeper
with expert timing. Chorca Dhuibhne
were denied a lifeline by a exquisite diving
save by Eoin O'Sullivan preventing any
Dingle Revival in what was otherwise a
quiet afternoon for the Valley Rovers
keeper.Overall HHS were tactically and
skilfully superior over their opponents,
leaving the West Kerry title holders no
opportunity to cope with their skill as well
as the lighting fast pace of Hamilton's
game.

A solid defensive and electrifying offensive
performance by Bandon has without
doubt made a statement to other colleges
in their path and has set the tone for
Group A demolishing 6 time champions
in the last 8 years with a scoreline that
echoes throughout a group that includes
Coláiste Choilm Ballincollig and Mercy
Mounthawk, two colleges who also
uphold a prestigious Footballing
reputation.

Well done to all players, Coaches and
backroom team

Scorers for Bandon

D O’Shea (1-5, 1 free); D Ó Buachalla (2-
0); A Kennelly (1-0); A Walsh Murphy (0-
3, 2 frees); J Collins(0-2), D
O’Donovan;(0-2)A O’Leary (0-2, 1 free).



Late O'Sullivan goal asserts Hamilton's 

place as Group A leaders in thrilling 

Corn Uí Mhuire encounter

Jack Crowley

With both side's having qualified for the

knockout stage, HHS faced Coláiste

Choilm in a contest of pride in their final

round robin game of the Corn Uí Mhuire

championship in which the winner would

claim the title of Group A victors, as well

as a relatively easier draw for the quarter

final round with group champions only

being eligible to draw the runners up of

the separate Groups B-D for their next

outing.

Hamilton were slow to start in the

first half with with the Ballincollig side

claiming 2 points from dead balls before

HHS responded with a Eddie Kenneally

free and a Jerry Collins equaliser before

Darren O'Donovan pushed Hammies

ahead in the opening quarter. This lead

was extended by 2 more Eddie Kenneally

points from frees and after a responsive

score from Coláiste Choilm, the score

read 0-5 to 0-3 in Hammies favour at the

break.

HHS                         1-8

Coláiste Choilm        0-7
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The second half began with yet

another Kenneally free with the

Newcestown forward converting 4

placed ball efforts on his home pitch

with unquestionable accuracy on the

day. A period of Ballincollig

dominance saw the Muskerry side

claim 4 points and with a Tim Twohig

point from HHS the sides were in

deadlock. A deflected shot by the

opposition goalkeeper fell to the feet of

half time substitute Richard

O'Sullivan who made no mistake in

sweetly nestling the ball into the top

left corner refusing to provide the

opposition keeper any opportunity to

prevent the three points claimed.

O'Sullivan later converted a point to

create the final 4 point gap and

prevent any Coláiste Choilm revival.

With exceptional defending and

extreme workrate through the spine of

the pitch particularly in Brian Hoey of

Valley Rovers, Hamilton were able to

survive the damp conditions and

protect their place as Group A

champions.

HHS will now face Tralee CBS in

the quarter final after the Christmas

break, a tough challenge, but a

welcome one for a uniquely talented

Hamilton side

Well done to Mr O'Sullivan and Mr

Honohan and all players and helpers

on a stunning start to the

championship.

Darragh O’Mahony (Coláiste Choilm) attempts to drive past 
Hammies duo Colm O’Donovan and Gavin Kelleher at 
Newcestown. (Picture courtesy Irish Examiner/Dan Linehan)
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OPINION TUAIRIM

Housing Crisis due more to 

ideology than incompetence

On the following pages the Cork Simon Community

identifies the causes of homelessness in Cork and

throughout the country. In an ideal society where

every member of the population has an equal chance

of participation and attainment these causes would

still be in evidence. Why? Because we are all human,

and each of us approaches daily life with a certain set

of life skills, some being better prepared for the ups

and downs of life than others. However, while the

causes listed by Cork Simon as factors that push

people into homelessness are beyond question, they

are not the reasons why we have a housing crisis.

Many full-time employed couples with

children and many working single parents find

themselves homeless through no fault of their own.

Unscrupulous landlords are sometimes the cause, as

they give notice to their tenants to quit a property in

order to ‘renovate’ it, only to increase the rent on

that property making it often unfeasible for the

tenant to continue residing there. But there are other

triggers which fuel our current housing crisis, the

greatest being the ideological position adopted by

successive governments since the 1980s.

Following the crash in 2008, Ireland

has left itself exposed to the vagaries of global

capitalism. So called Cuckoo funds operated by

investors from speculative financial institutions from

across the globe buy up property portfolios in this

country sometimes in the hundreds of units, thus

affecting the price of property on the ground. A

cuckoo fund is typically a hedge fund with

institutional investors that buys up an entire block of

apartments directly from the developer before they

ever hit the open market. Just like the cuckoo that

steals the nest of another bird, these cuckoo funds

cheat prospective buyers such as young couples out

of a fair chance of acquiring a home. The knock-on

effect of this exogenous financial force places what

would normally be affordable family homes beyond

the reach of most would be buyers who happen to be

citizens of this State, born and raised here. Alongside

Cuckoo funds are Vulture funds which buy up

distressed bank mortgages on the cheap, while not as

detrimental as the Cuckoo funds, both are

symptomatic of a serious malaise in how the modern

Irish State views an entity such as the family home.

Long before the inception of the Irish Free State the Land

Commission in the 1880s structured government loans

which facilitated farmers in buying their homes from their

former landlords. Following the foundation of the Irish

Free State in 1922 and later as a republic successive

government have demonstrated the will and the

wherewithal to intervene in the housing of its citizens.

When this country was financially far worse off than now

The Million Pound Scheme introduced in

1922 saw local authorities build 2,000 houses in a couple

of years, the majority of which were sold to middle-

income earners. By 1924 the government backed grants

and offered subsidies for the building and purchase of

private dwellings which were made available to individual

citizens as well as to Public Utility Services which were

building cooperatives. The benefits of such schemes

were such that up to 30 per cent of the cost of a standard

home in the 1960s could be recovered by the buyer.

These schemes operated up to the 1980s, and then

everything began to change



. Up to the late 1980s successive Irish governments saw

the provision of social housing as a centrepiece of their

social welfare policy whether in the form of grant aid,

low-interest loans, or tenant-purchase discounts. But

following the terrible economic recession which

characterised that decade government policy changed.

In place of the affordable State-backed

home finance came commercial lending while capital

spending on social housing was significantly curtailed.

Affordable housing as it had been would be no more

while the councils were now solely focused on providing

welfare housing as opposed to providing housing for

working families. Ever since then the role of the state in

providing affordable housing to its citizens has become

marginal one, while this critical role is left to the whims of

the market.

When Enda Kenny became

Taoiseach in 2011 the number of children

recorded by the CSO as homeless in the State

641. The most recent statistics put that figure at

3,784. While the government never tires of

announcing that more people are at work in this

country than ever before, it shies away from any

responsibility for the housing crisis. The problem

lies not so much with incompetence as many

political pundits might suggest, but rather with

that fact that the government is married to a

political ideology which promotes small

government and prefers to let the market forces

take a free hand in shaping society. Successive

Irish governments have been resistant to

allowing the State a greater role in facilitating

private housing.

The State needs to prioritise
the needs of its citizens over the demands
of the market. One way of doing this is to
enshrine the right to a home into the
Constitution. Councils need to be given the
resources and the legal supports required
to build quality housing developments to
include those in need of subsidised social
housing as well as those who require
affordable purchase. Reform of the private
rental sector is also urgently required, and
landlords who exploit vulnerable tenants
should be met with the full rigour of the
law.

According to Taoiseach Leo
Varadkar, it is better to solve the housing
crisis slowly than with a quick fix. The
Taoiseach’s comments around the
homelessness crisis are cold comfort to many
who face another year of uncertainty,
whether on the streets or in make-shift
accommodation. We should all be
concerned about the current state of the
housing crisis in this country as this is what
our children are facing into as they leave
school to go to college, to pursue a career,
and to build a future. Why should they be
left to the mercy of market forces and the
profiteers in the financial sector? Is it too
much to ask that the State to whom their
parents and previous generations have
contributed in terms of their taxes and their
skills over the years might expect some basic
human rights in return?



Since 2011 there has been a marked increase in
the number of people becoming homeless. For
many, homelessness is the result of a brief crisis
in there lives – sudden job loss, bereavement,
relationship breakdown, and so on. With the right
supports people can and do move out of
homelessness very quickly.

For some , homelessness is the result
of deep disadvantage from an early age – broken
families, early school leaving, institutional care,
long-term unemployment, learning difficulties,
poor mental health, prison, alcohol and drug use.
This group of people often have much higher
support needs and it’s not unusual for their
journey out of homelessness to be lengthy.
It is difficult to know the exact number of people
who are homeless in Ireland. Many types of
homelessness are hidden, such as people staying
in temporary, insecure housing with relatives or
friends, living in bed and breakfast
accommodation and surviving in squats. Each
year the Simon Communities work with up to
6,000 people in Ireland.

The Causes of Homelessness

Some of the causes of

homelessness

• Bereavement

• Job loss

• Relationship breakdown

• Broken family

• Poor mental health

• Alcohol/drug abuse

• Learning difficulties

The housing crisis is pushing people
into homelessness and preventing
people from leaving homelessness. Our
Emergency Shelter is overflowing with
an average of 60 people per night
relying on a Cork Simon emergency
bed. People are staying for longer and
longer in emergency accommodation
because they have no other options.
Rents in Cork City increased 5.5% in the
last 12 months; Rent Supplement and
Housing Assistance Payments do not
come near asking rents.

Community

Did you know?

46.5% of all people in 
homelessness are aged 

24 or younger. 

Feature Gné Alt 
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Community

Homelessness is often considered to be an
urban phenomenon, however it is an issue
experienced in many rural areas too. It is
often hidden in rural contexts, which can
make it more difficult to see and
measure. There is a lack of robust data on
homelessness in Ireland in general, and
virtually no data relating to rural
homelessness. It is impossible to assess the
extent of rural homelessness in
Ireland. However, a special report by the
Cork Simon Community ‘Left Out In The
Cold’ aims to explore the experience of rural
homelessness in Ireland, explain how rural
and urban homelessness differ, and highlight
some of the challenges that arise for people
experiencing or at risk of homelessness, and
for the providers of homeless services.

Emergency Shelter

Our Emergency Shelter is located on
Anderson’s Quay, in the heart of Cork city
centre. The Shelter provides care,
accommodation and one-to-one support
for 47 people around-the-clock, every day
of the year. Demand for emergency beds is
high – we frequently have to turn people
away because the Shelter is fully
occupied. Last year our Emergency Shelter
supported 339 different people.

Outreach Team

Our Outreach Team works on the street and
from our Day Service, supporting people
sleeping rough, surviving in squats or people
who have no other option but to stay with
friends – people on the very edge of
homelessness. Last year the team
supported over 500 people in such
circumstances, and many more who were at
risk of losing their housing.

Soup Run

The Soup Run was Cork Simon’s first ever
service back in 1971 and continues to
operate every night of the year. A team of
part-time volunteers, often joined by a
member of our Outreach Team, offers hot
food and a listening ear in a warm, friendly,
non-judgemental environment. In 2017 our
Soup Run supported 855 people and served
12,389 hot meals.

Rural  Homelessness



Hammies boys roll up their sleeves 

for Jumper Day in aid of Cork 

Simon Community 

On 4 December our students held a Jumper
Day in aid of the Cork Simon Community and
combined it with a hot chocolate and cake
sale. Many students such as Michael Crowley
from First Year and Finn Moroney from TY
baked some delicious confections which
didn’t last too long on the display table. Mrs
O’Halloran provided her delicious
shortbread biscuits which were gobbled up
in a matter of seconds.

The Frist Years from 1H CSPE
promoted the event, while TY students
helped to organise the day with the
assistance of Ms Foran, Mr McCarthy, and
Mr O’Connell. They also fundraised in
Riverview Shopping Centre. The event
raised €700 for Cork Simon. Teachers,
students, and their parents all contributed
with such wonderful generosity to this
worthy cause.

Jakub Milanowski, Tim  O’Leary, Ferdia Gibbons, and Daniel O’Mahony are all dressed up in aid of 

Cork Simon’s Jumper Day. Top picture: Ronan O’Beirne, Jack Lucey, Oleksandr Boiko, and Aaron 

Crowley fundraise at the Riverview Shopping Centre.  
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In Romania, 58 percent of the population lives in
overcrowded conditions, leading to family conflicts
and emotional imbalances, especially for children.
Additionally, 42.5 percent lack a bath and toilet with
running water. To solve these substandard living
conditions, Habitat for Humanity
partners with future homeowners to build affordable
apartments with two bedrooms, a kitchen, living
room and bathroom. In order to do this however it is
essential that the organisation raises sufficient funds.
Hamilton High School is one of the many partner
institutions who commit a lot of time and energy to
raise funds in aid of Habitat for Humanity. Take for
example the recent ‘Head Shave’ at Riverview
Shopping Centre.

Moineşti is a city in Bacău County, Romania. Its population as 

of 2011 is 21,787. Its name means ‘fallow’ or light 

rain.Formerly home to a substantial Jewish population. 
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HHS and Habitat for 

Humanity continue 

a very successful 

partnership 

Once again Hamilton High 

School is proud to be involved 

in raising funds in aid of Habitat 

for Humanity. 

Habitat for Humanity aims to create
a world ‘where everyone has a
decent place to live.’ As a global
housing organisation, Habitat for
Humanity fights poverty by
partnering with people and
communities all over the world –
helping them to build or improve a
place they can call home. One
important partner in Ireland is
Hamilton High School which has
been associated with the
organisation for several years now.
This year is no different, and in
Easter of 2020 a new group of
Hammies’ volunteer students will
head off to Romania to the city of
Moinesti to help build much needed
accommodation.

Ferdia Gibbons 



On the 22 November four Hamilton High School

Transition Year students: Ferdia Gibbons, Kain

Donnellan, Seán Healy and Conor Manning shaved their

heads in an effort to raise money for the charity,

Habitat for Humanity.

A group of 10 students and 3 teachers

intend to go on a charity trip to Romania in aid of

Habitat for Humanity in Easter Time of 2020. They are

travelling to the rural town of Moinesti and we are

building a community rescue shelter over there.

The event was organised by Seán Healy

who contacted Riverview Shopping Centre asking for

permission to hold the event within the Centre.

Riverview approved of the idea and even had the

generosity to allow us to co-ordinate the event with

their planned Fashion Show. We held the Head shave

after the Fashion Show had finished in order to keep

the crowd. Seán contacted Boston Barbers also asking

would they be willing to shave our heads, they accepted

this offer and supplied a barber on the day.

A Close Shave for Hammies Boys at Riverview SC 

Ferdia Gibbons

Pictured left to right: Ferdia Gibbons, Ms. Leona Foran (TY Coordinator) Conor Manning, Kain Donnellan, and 

Seán Healy. 

A cut above the rest. Hammies TY students don’t 

know whether to laugh or cry as Ferdia goes for 

the chop. 
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The four participants sat down at the end of the

red carpet once the Fashion Show had concluded

and we awaited our fate. The rest of the lads and

the teachers collected money during and after the

event. From the event we made a grand total of

€1140.

On behalf of all of the group I would 

just like to say thank you to Riverview Shopping 

Centre for hosting us, to Boston Barbers for 

shaving our heads, to anyone who donated money 

either at this event or another event and to the 

Copper Grove for hosting other fundraisers. 

We have many future fundraising events planned,

some of these are:

Bake Sale and Raffle in the Cork County Hall Foyer -

31 January

Clothes Collection - January

Tractor, Truck and Vintage Car Run – 8 February

Coffe Morning in Newcestown – 18 February

Coffee and Bingo Afternoon – February

Bag Packing – Upcoming

Spinathon – Upcoming

You can also help the cause by donating online at:

https://habitatireland.charitycheckout.ie/pf/hami

lton-high-school-easter-build-2020

St. Vincent de Paul Annual 

Christmas Food Appeal 

The annual SVP Christmas food
collection was a great success yet
again this year. The Second Years
were busy reminding their fellow
students and teachers also to
contribute perishable goods to the
collection. The event was organised
by Year Head Ms Murphy and Ms
O’Keeffe. Sincere thanks to the
students and their parents for their
invaluable support.

Jay Brennan, Danny Crowley, Krillis Karpovs, and Jack Brew lend 

a hand for the SVP  Christmas  Food Appeal.

Conor Manning looks as if he is about to join the US 

Marines. Not just yet Conor, we need your sort in this 

country. 
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Can you stay on track 
with this maths 
riddle?

PUZZLERS LUCHT PUZAL
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Tetherball

Where in the World?
Can you name this country
and its capital? 

1

2

4

3

A 300 ft. train travelling 300ft. per
minute must travel through a 300 ft.
long tunnel.How long will it take the
train to travel through the tunnel?

Using only addition, how can you add
eight 8s to get the number 1,000?

How Gr8 are you at Maths?

Check out 
the 
answers 
on page 

Tom volunteered to be the chief
organizer for the world’s
tetherball championships. There
were 657 contestants. The
tournament was set up whereby
the winner would advance, and
the loser would be eliminated.

Since there was an odd
number of participants, the
initial pairing leaves one player
out That player gets a bye and
automatically advances to the
next round. How many matches
will Tom have to schedule to
determine the tetherball
champion?



One Last 

Craic!  
How many letters in the  

Christmas alphabet?

25 …….There’s No-el.

What is the most 

surprising Irish number?

Seacht!!!! (shocked)

Every time I eat 

Mediterranean 

food I feel awful 

(falafel).

Oh come on! 

Where’s your 

sense of humus?
I was thinking of buying 

a mirror for my  friend in 

the sales.

But on reflection I 

decided not to. 

Many famous people 

love cats. Take Pope 

Francis for example… 

apparently he’s a 

Cataholic.
I love whiteboards.

I think they’re 

remarkable. 

This Christmas I asked 

Santa for  a game of 

Scrabble, but it

never came.

I was so upset, I was lost 

for words. 

WARNING!

Never use ‘beef stew’ as 

a computer password.

It’s not stroganoff.

Not sure if I’d 

like to live in 

Switzerland….

but the flag is 

a big plus. 
Why don’t scientists 

trust atoms? 

Because they make 

up everything. 

Patient: Doctor, I’m 

addicted to Twitter.

Doctor: Sorry, I 

don’t follow you. 

What did the pirate say 

when he turned 80.

Aye matey!

How does a rabbi 

make his coffee. 

Hebrews it.
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S E A N F H O C A L 

Lá Nollag go péacach is Lá Fhéile na

Stiofáin ag iarraidh déirce.

A showy Christmas, and begging on the 

Feast of St Stephen.

Ar aon dul le blúire filíochta ar bith, is
féidir níos mó ná léamh amháin a
dhéanamh ar an méidh sin. Brí amháin a
bheadh leis ná gur rogha straitéiseach a
bheartaíonn an duine, maoin a shaoil a
thaispeáint nó a chur i bhfolach mar a
oireann – feistithe go galánta mar a
bheadh coileach péacóige, éirí in airde
agus mór is fiú ag baint le hiompar an
duine Lá Nollag, agus an lá dár gcionn,
nuair a bhíonn deis ann cuid dá rachmas
a roinnt, is ag lorg déirce agus an béal
bocht aige a bhíonn an duine céanna.

Nó b’fhéidir nach d’aon
ghnó a bheartaíonn an duine a mhalairt
d’iompar, agus gur léiriú atá sa líne ar an
tslí a n-athraíonn cúinsí an duine go
tobann, ag brath ar rothaí móra an tsaoil,
dá dheoin nó dá ainneoin.

Pé brí chinnte atá le baint as
an seanfhocal, tá léiriú ann ar an
gcodarsnacht a bhaineann go dlúth leis
an Nollaig – flúirse agus iomarcaíocht ar
thaobh amháin agus ganntanas agus
déirc ar an dtaobh eile. Cuireann cúrsaí
déirce an t-ainm Sasanach Boxing Day i
gcuimhne dúinn ar ndóigh, agus an nós a
bhíodh ann boscaí déirce a dháileadh ar
na boicht an lá céanna.

In line with any poetry collection, more than one
reading can be done on this seanfhocal. One
interpretation would be that the person intends
to exhibit the property of his life as suitably
equipped as a peacock cock, to rise up and to be
worthy of human behaviour on Christmas Day,
and the next day, when there is an opportunity
to share some of his wealth, the same person is
looking for alms.

Or the person may not intentionally
behave differently, and therefore the seanfhocal
reflects how the person's circumstances change
suddenly, depending on the big wheels of life
whether for good or for ill.

Whatever the meaning of the
proverb, there is an indication of the contrast
that is closely associated with Christmas -
abundance and plenty on one side and scarcity
and alms on the other. The English name Boxing
Day, used as an alternative to St Stephen’s Day,
reminds us of the habit of distributing alms to the
poor on the same day.



The HHS EPAS Committee which formed
in October of this year with the aim of
promoting awareness around the
European Parliament in the school
recently invited Fine Gael MEP for the
Ireland South constituency Seán Kelly to
the school. The invitation forms part of
the committee’s European Parliament
Ambassador Schools Programme, one of
the conditions of which is that the
committee invites a sitting MEP to the
school.

Seán Kelly MEP who visited Hamilton High School on 6 December following an
invitation from the HHS EPAS Committee. Mr Kelly held a captive audience as he
discussed a range of issues from the mechanics of the EU to renewable energy, and
the future of farming across Europe.
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HHS EPAS
Promoting awareness of the European Parliament

Seán Kelly MEP

makes a lasting 

impression during 

school visit 

Oleksandr Boiko & 

Kain Donnellan 

Mr Kelly was welcomed to the school by Principal O’Brien as well as
our Minor All-Ireland winning football champion Adam Walsh Murphy
and Gavin Kelleher representing the EPAS Committee. Mr Kelly said he
was immensely impressed by the Cork Minor’s performance against
Galway in the All-Ireland Final and complimented Adam on his
performance. Seán Kelly knows a little thing or two about GAA having
served as the 34th President of the Gaelic Athletic Association from
2003 to 2006.

He was the first person from County Kerry to hold the
office. Kelly was elected on his firstattempt by a record margin.
During his tenure as GAA President he introduced the Christy Ring Cup
and the Nicky Rackard Cup, as well the Tommy Murphy Cup. He also
introduced the All-Ireland Junior and Intermediate Championships.
The redevelopment of Croke Park was completed during his tenure as
was the building of Croke Park Jury’s Hotel. He also instigated the
President’s Awards. Perhaps his most remarkable achievement as GAA
President (and there were many) was his stewardship of the
negotiations regarding the use of Croke Park by the Irish Rugby
Football Union which set the stage for the historic and resounding
victory for Ireland over England in Croke Park in 2007.

In addition to serving as an MEP for Ireland 

South, Seán Kelly has also served as 

President of the GAA.



Mr Kelly is leader of the Fine Gael Delegation in the
European Parliament. He is a key member of the Industry
Research and Energy Committee (ITRE) in the European
Parliament. The ITRE Committee is one of the most active
in the European Parliament, ranking near the top in terms
of legislative files. As a result, the decisions taken in ITRE
have a direct impact on the daily life of citizens and the
European economy. Through his work in the committee
Kelly aims to introduce measures that boost innovative
job creation both in Ireland and Europe.

As well as being of the ITRE Committee, he
is a member of the the European Parliament’s
Subcommittee on Human Rights (DROI) and the
International Trade Committee. He is also a member of
the European Parliament Delegations for relations with
South Africa, the countries of Southeast Asia and the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). Kelly has
also worked extensively on Climate Action. He led
discussions ahead of the Paris Climate Agreement in 2015
and represented the European Parliament in both the
21st Conference of Parties (COP21) in Paris and COP22 in
Marrakesh.

Kelly was first elected to the European

Parliament in June 2009 for the constituency of Ireland

South, polling 92,579 first preferences. I was re-elected to

this position for a second term in May 2014 and again in

May 2019 when he topped the poll following the

retirement of the previous poll topper and former HHS

student Brian Crowley MEP.

Ireland South constituency has recently

been enlarged and now covers 12 counties: Carlow, Clare,

Cork, Kerry, Kilkenny, Limerick, Tipperary, Waterford,

Wexford, Wicklow, Offaly and Laois. Although the

constituency covers an extremely large area, and

therefore requires significant travel, Kelly seems to have

a genuine love of people, and as any Kerryman worth his

salt is both articulate and engaging whether he is

addressing old or young, professional or novice.

In his address to the students of HHS and
to the members of the EPAS Committee Kelly explained
how the work of the ITRE Committee covers a broad
range of sectors, including but not limited to: industrial
policy and the application of new technologies; the
research and innovation policy of the European Union;
the European Union’s Energy policy; and the information
society and information technology. He focused
particularly on the areas of renewable energy, energy
efficiency and the digital agenda. When asked by TY
student Glenn Hooper on the probability and viability of
nuclear energy being used in Ireland in the future Kelly
pointed to nuclear energy as being ‘a clean energy
source’ and something that would have to be considered
going forward.

According to Mr Kelly, for most people
increasing Energy Efficiency represents an
obvious policy choice both for economic and
environmental reasons. Reducing our energy use
means lower energy costs for consumers, it
means less dependence on external energy
suppliers, and it means a reduced carbon
footprint by cutting our Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
emissions. Add to this the boost to employment
levels that Energy Efficiency can bring to
different sectors by increasing the demand for
new systems and renovations and it becomes
evident that benefits of striving for a more
energy efficient system are multiple. Mr Kelly
pointed out that with costs around Renewables
decreasing they are becoming increasingly
attractive and he hinted that we may be just a
few more innovative breakthroughs away from
an energy system based on Renewables.

Following his address Mr Kelly
was kind enough to present the Gaisce Awards
to students from last years Transition Year
cohort. Although admittedly not a clairvoyant he
was happy to predict that Kerry would reclaim
the Sam Maguire in 2020. Mr Kelly was
impressed by the school’s sporting achievements
and even more so having seen the size of the
school’s main pitch. ‘It’s a very small pitch isn’t
it?’ he noted as he passed, ‘It’s amazing how
much success ye [sic] have had with such a small
pitch.’

Having addressed his attentive

audience Mr Kelly retired to the small meeting

room to grab some refreshments and engaged in

some banter with Principal O’Brien about

matters GAA and political, while complimenting

the character of the school and its students,

which reminded him of farming background in

rural Kilcummin outside Killarney. Mr Kelly left a

very positive impression on the students and

staff of the school and demonstrated that he is

clearly a worthy representative for Ireland South

in Europe.



Daithí O’Sullivan receiving his GAISCE award from Seán Kelly MEP, and below Kieran Barry 
proudly receives his GAISCE award during Mr Kelly’s visit to Hamilton High School in December. 



Wellbeing Folláin
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The Importance of 

Wellbeing

Paddy O’Halloran

(TY)

Lately, “Wellness” has become somewhat of a trend. Wellness is defined as the state of being in good health,
especially as an actively pursued goal. However, many people associate being in “Good health” with one’s
physical health, neglecting our social, psychological and emotional wellbeing, known as our mental health. From
the age we learn to walk and talk, we are told about the importance of looking after our bodies – why not our
minds? Although it is becoming more relevant in society today, mental health is still not given enough attention
as it should be.

Ways to look after your mental health

Talk about your feelings

Keep active and eat well

Asking for help when you need it

Taking a break

Do something you’re good at

Reduce social media use

Go for a walk, read, or try meditation

Ways to look after your physical health

Drink more water

Exercise regularly 

Eat healthier (Less fast foods)

Get more sleep

Take up a team sport

Join a gym

Taking care of yourself should become a hobby of sorts, and it is really important for your overall happiness.

Taking care of your friends and family is always important, and if you think your friend might be struggling, reach

out and talk to them.

As we stand on the cusp of a New Year many young people get anxious about the future. Don’t be. Just learn to

love yourself and know that you are loved. If you feel you need to talk to someone but don’t know what to do,

or feel that there is no one to turn to here are some numbers that may help.
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Where in the World?
Hungary, is a landlocked sovereign 
country in the Carpathian Basin of 
Central Europe. It is bordered by no 
less than seven countries: Austria, 
Croatia, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, 
Slovenia, and Ukraine. Its capital is 
Budapest. 
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Tetherball 

How did 
you do?

888+88+8+8+8=1,000

Were you on the right
track?

Gr8 stuff!

656 matches will be needed. 

HHS AFTER-SCHOOL STUDY

● Monday & Wednesday 3:30 -5:30
● Tuesday & Thursday 

4:15- 6:15

Professionally supervised study in a 
safe and accessible environment. 

● To book contact: (023)-884 4227

● Places are limited. 

Two minutes. It takes the front 
part of the train one minute, an 
the rest of the train two minutes 
to clear the tunnel. 

An Scéal

anscealhhs@gmail.com


